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ABSTRACT
School students actively contribute to artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies as data producers. As future professionals and cre-
ators of AI technologies, they will shape the data culture in various
domains. Therefore, AI literacy is proposed as a top priority for ed-
ucation systems worldwide. However, when it comes to education
about AI in schools, there is little evidence on which data-related
skills are fundamental and how to help students acquire them ef-
fectively. In this work, I propose considering data literacy as a
fundamental component in AI education. The main objective of
this research is to discuss this position and present a method for
introducing AI through the lens of data literacy using case studies
from the real world.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; • Applied
computing → Education; • General and reference → Empirical
studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Due to the advancement and ubiquity of AI technologies, AI edu-
cation is proposed to become a top priority in education systems
worldwide [12]. Researchers in the field of AI education have sug-
gested that in order to thrive in a data-driven world, children need
to become familiar with AI from an early age [11, 13] and developAI
literacy - a set of competencies that enable individuals to critically
evaluate AI technologies, communicate and collaborate effectively
with AI, and use AI as a tool [4]. In addition to being critical end
users, children also need to develop competencies to be creators
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of AI [5], which requires students to understand the technology
behind the scenes. Since building AI systems based on machine
learning typically involves finding or creating datasets for training,
testing, and evaluation [10], the ability to work critically with data
is paramount, both when deploying an AI system and using one
that has already been built. Data skills are also important when
working with other AI approaches, such as symbolic AI, where data
is manually handcrafted when engineering knowledge [9]. There-
fore, I hypothesize that the effective development of AI literacy
should include the development of data literacy, defined as "the
ability to collect, manage, evaluate, and apply data, in a critical
manner" [7]. Although current research suggests a connection be-
tween data literacy and AI literacy [4, 5, 11], empirical work in the
field of AI education rarely prioritizes the explicit development of
data literacy and a solid theoretical foundation that explores the
relationship between these two literacies (including related con-
cepts such as critical big data literacy [8], and statistical literacy
[2]) is lacking. Moreover, there is little evidence on pedagogical
approaches to effectively include data-related competencies in AI
school education.

2 METHOD, FEASIBILITY STUDY AND
FUTUREWORK

Recent literature review investigated how AI literacy and data lit-
eracy are related and currently taught in schools [6]. It found that
several empirical studies included one or more stages of the data
lifecycle when introducing AI to K-12 students. Pedagogical ac-
tivities often addressed artificially created, pre-structured tasks,
and students were not expected to develop their knowledge and
apply it to new contexts. Based on these findings, I investigated
approaches to teaching data science and AI in higher education,
where there is a longer tradition of teaching these subjects. I found
that a recommended approach is to use real-world case studies [1],
which refers to the application of AI technology to a real-world
problem. To assess whether this could be feasible in schools context,
I collaborated with experts and educators in a discipline commonly
offered in schools (history) and designed a real-world case study to
introduce students to data lifecycles and machine learning (Table
1). The case study is set in a historical museum and can be used
in either history or computer science classes. First, students are
presented with the problem as described in the problem statement
and develop a solution under the guidance. While working on the
case study, they acquire competencies in data literacy (related to
the data lifecycle incl. modeling, collecting and cleaning data) and
AI literacy (requirements analysis, training, fine-tuning and deploy-
ment of classification models) as well as historical literacy (learning
about the objects and their historical contexts such as place and
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context of discovery, time of origin, material and design style). Sec-
ond, after understanding the workflow, students are encouraged
to develop further ideas about how classification models might be
used in historical research in a museum and to implement their
ideas in a new case study. I tested the case study with two groups
of adolescents (n=30, 14-16 years old) in two 4h workshops. Initial
experiments have shown that the approach is feasible, although ad-
justments need to be made, e.g. to introduce more technical details
of classification models according to student feedback. Following
the design-based approach, I aim to further develop the real-world
case studies for different contexts by involving computer science
teachers and teachers from other subjects. I also aim to use quali-
tative evidence synthesis [3] to identify specific data-related skills
and knowledge domains relevant to the development of AI-based
systems. Finally, I plan to conduct a study with a large group of

Table 1: Case study “kAIa Expedition at Pergamonmuseum”,
developed in cooperation with experts from the Pergamon-
museum

Element Description
Problem
statement

You are a student intern working in the depot of
the Pergamonmuseum in Berlin - one of the most
famous museums in the world for housing objects
from ancient times. Your job is to classify frag-
ments from the latest archaeological excavation
as vases, plates, or vessels. You have heard that
AI is increasingly being used to reconstruct frag-
ments from archaeological finds, analyze ancient
inscriptions and fill in the missing vocabulary,
and automatically translate texts from ancient
languages, so you wonder if there are any tech-
niques you could try to speed up the process:
After all, there are still thousands of fragments
waiting to be classified! Your mentor suggests
that you could use supervised machine learning
to train a classification model that would help
you with your problem.

Dataset Option 1: You can use an existing dataset. It con-
sists of thousands of images of fragments of ob-
jects found during recent excavations. These may
include fragments of vases, plates, and vessels.
There are many good images, but some of them
are very dark, so you cannot easily see the color
of the fragment.
Option 2: You can also collect your own data from
the museum to enhance the existing dataset or to
create a completely new dataset that meets your
needs.

Guiding
questions

Is there a visible difference between fragments of
vases, plates, and vessels (material, design, size)?
Howmany examples do you need to train amodel
that can accurately predict the type of fragment?
Does the color of the image or the shape of the
fragment affect the accuracy of your model?

students to understand whether the explicit development of data
literacy positively correlates with the development of AI literacy.
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